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Vocabulary  
Read and choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: 

1) Many wild animals live in the……………………………. 

a- city                   b- shop                      c- jungle 

2) I had a/an………………from my friend Saleh yesterday.  

a- email                 b- tower                    c- harbour 

3) It’s hot and sunny today. let’s …………………in the sea. 

   a- sell                      b- swim                      c- find 

4) Children like playing with sand on the……………………………. 

a- beach                 b- home                     c- email 
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5) My mother wants to…………………… on this beautiful dress. 

a- meet                    b- tell                       c- try 

6) You can see Kuwait …………………… in Kuwait City. 

   a- Necklaces             b- Towers                 c- jungles 

7) There are many modern……………………in Kuwait. 

a- jungles                b- shops                    c- emails 

8) My grandmother ……………… me nice stories every night. 

a- meets                  b- tells                     c- swims 

9) I’m very …………………… to meet you Saleem. 

   a- pleased                 b- dear                     c- new 

10) Kuwait is our ……………… country. We love it very much. 

a- pleased                 b- same                   c- dear 

11) I go ………………. at 2 o’clock after school. 

           a- jungle                   b- Brazil                 c- home  

        12) …………………… on this blue shirt, Ali. It’s very nice.  

           a-Tell                        b- Try                    c- Swim  

       13) Kuwait ……………… is the capital of Kuwait.  

            a- City                      b- Beach                 c- Harbour 

      14) I want to buy a …………………… for my mother. Her birthday is today. 

             a- tower                   b- jungle                  c- necklace  

      15) We ……………… in the sea last week. It was a lovely day. 
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             a- swam                   b- had                     c- found 

      16) I’m very pleased to ……………. you. Welcome to our country. 

             a- tell                      b- meet                   c- sell 

      17) We saw many animals in the……………………in Brazil last year. 

             a- tower                    b- harbour               c- jungle 

 Grammar  

Read and choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: 

1) I always ………………………… in the mosque on Friday. 

     a- pray                     b- prayed                c- am praying 

2) Yesterday, we ………….………… in the swimming pool. 

     a- swim                    b- swam                c- are swimming 

3) There ……………………… an apple tree in our garden. 

     a- am                        b- is                     c- are 

4) There …………………… some boys in the school bus. 

     a- are                      b- am                    c- is 

5) My father ………………………… books every day at night.  

   a- reads                   b- reading             c- read 

6) My friend Hala ………………… a yellow skirt last week. It is beautiful. 

   a- buys                     b- bought               c- is buying  
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7) Salma …………………… her friend Yasmeen yesterday. 

   a- visits                   b- visited              c- is visiting 

8) There is a supermarket ……………………… our school. 

   a- between               b- in front of            c- under 

9) Ali sits …………………… Nasser and Yousef in the class.   

    a- in                         b- between                c- on 

10) We usually ……………………television in the living room. 

    a- watch                   b- watched                c- are watching  

11) My father ………………to work at 8 o’clock every morning. 

a- goes                     b- is going                  c- went 

12) …………………… many trees in the school garden. 

      a- There is              b- There was              c- There are  

13) There is an email ……………………… my friend Ahmed. 

      a- at                        b- from                        c- on  

14) I ………………………… a new school bag yesterday. 

      a- bought                          b- buy                             c- am buying  

15) Look! ………………………..  a parrot on that tree.  

     a- there are                       b- there were                 c- there is  

16) We live ……………… Kuwait. It’s a lovely country. 

     a- in                                   b- on                               c- at  
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17) I …………… shopping with my mother last week. 

      a- go                                 b- went                          c- am going 

18) My friend Fahad ……………… in Salmiya. I visit him every weekend. 

      a- lived                              b- lives                           c- living  

19) We ……………. a nice day on the beach yesterday. 

     a- have                               b- are having                   c- had 

20) ……………………… many toys on the floor in Sami’s bedroom. 

    a- There are                       b- There is                     c- There  

 

Write the missing words to complete the sentences:  

 

1- I like going to Kuwait towers. 

 

2- My sister bought a necklace yesterday. 

 

3- Parrots live in the jungle. 
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Vocabulary  

Read and choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: 

1) I always have …………………with my family. 

    a- sunset                 b- religion              c- dinner  

2) I go to bed at 7 o’clock after…………………………. 

    a- subject               b- sunset                c- weekend 

3) Women usually ……………………… gold necklaces. 

    a- ask                      b- start                  c- wear 
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4) I usually ………………my teachers questions at school. 

    a- ask                      b- start                  c- wear 

5) We visit our ……………………at the weekend.  

    a- sunrise                b- sunset                c- grandmother 

6) We usually do our …………………… at 4 o’clock in the afternoon. 

    a- homework            b- weekend            c- subject  

7) Math and Arabic are my favourite ……………….………………. 

    a- beaches                b- languages            c- subjects 

8) My brother learns ………………… at school. He is good at it. 

    a- English                  b- weekend              c- homework 

9) Islam is our great ……………………. We learn everything from it. 

    a- homework              b- weekend             c- religion  

10) My mother ………………… work at eight o’clock. 

    a- asks                 b- wears             c- starts 

11) The children visit their ……………………. every Saturday. 

   a- grandmother         b- sunrise                 c- dinner  

12) My brother likes to learn a different ……………………… 

  a- sunset                    b- language                c- weekend  
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13) We learn about Islam in our ………………………… lesson. 

   a- homework              b- subject                  c- religion  

14) We usually have ………………………… at sunset. 

    a- dinner                   b- weekend                 c- subject  

15) Schools ……………………… at half past seven in the morning.  

   a- wear                       b- ask                         c- start 

16) I learn ……………………… and English at school.  

    a- sunset                     b- Arabic                    c- grandmother 

 

  Grammar 

Read and choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: 

1) We usually ……………….………to the beach at the weekend. 

    a- go                           b- went                      c- are going 

2) Muslims always ………………………….. five times a day. 

   a- prayed                    b- pray                      c- praying 

3) Polly usually …………..………….… her beautiful pink necklace. 

    a- wears                     b- is wearing               c- wear 

4) I usually ………………….… dinner at seven o’clock after sunset. 

    a- have                      b- has                         c- had 
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5) …………………………… I have this pen, please?  

   a- Can                         b- Can’t                        c- Do 

6) Salem always …………………… his homework after school. 

   a- is doing                   b- does                       c- did 

7) Shahad always ………………………………… her mother at home. 

   a- helps                       b- helping                 c- help  

8) …………………… I come to the park with you tomorrow, please? 

    a- Can’t                          b- Can                    c- Do  

9) I ………………………… at six o’clock every morning. 

    a- get up                     b- got up               c- getting up 

10) Mum usually ………………………… at half past five at sunrise. 

    a- waking up                  b- wakes up          c- wake up 

11) We usually ………………… lunch at 2 o’clock on Friday. 

     a- had                           b- have               c- are having    

12) …………………… you help me with my homework please?  

     - Yes, of course. 

    a- Can                            b- Can’t               c- Do  

13) The boys always …………………… football at the weekend.  

    a- playing                      b- played               c- play  
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14) Saad usually ……………………… his breakfast at seven o’clock. 

    a- eats                            b- ate                            c- is eating 

15) How many lessons ………………… you have at school every day? 

    a- do                              b- does                          c- did 

16) …………………… Nasser come to the party with us tomorrow? 

    - Yes, he can. 

    a- Does                            b- Did                          c- Can  

 

Write the missing words to complete the sentences:  

 

1- I wake up at 6 o’clock every day. 

 

2- We wear black jackets in school. 

 

3- I love my grandmother. 
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Vocabulary  

Read and choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: 

1) My friend’s favourite …………………… is collecting stamps.  

     a- club                      b- hobby                 c- weather 

 

2) The ………………………is very cold today. Put on your jacket. 

     a- hobby                   b- stamp                  c- weather 

 

3) Nada has got very ………………………… hair. She always cuts it. 

    a- hot                        b- short                   c- cold 

4) ………………………… is my birthday party. Can you come? 

numbers in hundreds 
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    a- Tonight                b- Hobby                  c- Weather 

5) I always …………………………for my cat.  

    a- keep                    b- care                     c- start 

6) I like to keep my room……………….and clean. 

    a- neat                     b- tall                      c- cold 

7) Haya is good at basketball because she is very…………………. 

    a- tall                      b- hot                        c- cold 

 8) My brother likes collecting ………………  

    a- shells                b- sports                    c- clubs  

9) The children always ………………………… their classroom clean. 

    a- wear                   b- ask                        c- keep   

10) They collected many …………………on the beach.  

    a- clubs                    b- shells                     c- stamps  

11) Adam’s favourite …………………… is playing basketball. 

    a- club                          b- weather                  c- hobby 

12) The giraffe is a very …………………… animal. 

    a- short                        b- tall                          c- cold  

13) My brother goes …………………with my father every week. 

    a- dairy                       b- tennis                        c- sailing  

14) Let’s go to the beach and collect ………………………… 

    a- clubs                      b- stamps                      c- shells 
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15) The ……………………… is very cold outside. Let’s go home. 

    a- weather                    b- hobby                        c- diary 

16) I always keep my toys …………………… and tidy in my room. 

    a- fast                           b- neat                            c- hot 

17) My mother …………………… for my baby sister. 

   a- keeps                         b- wears                         c- cares  

Grammar  

1) Hassan always…………………… playing different sports in the sports club. 

    a- like                       b- likes                    c- liked 

2) Nasser’s father ………………………… in a hospital. He is a doctor. 

    a- works                    b- was working           c- worked 

3) Mona usually ………………………… at 5 o’clock in the morning. 

    a- getting up                        b- got up                     c- gets up 

4) My sister likes ……………………. She is a very good swimmer. 

    a- swims                              b- swam                c- swimming 

5) We always …………………our grandfather on Friday. 

    a- visit                        b- visited              c- are visiting 

6) I …………………… tennis every week with my friend Hamad. 

   a- play                          b- was playing         c- played  
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7) She always ……………………to the supermarket with her father. 

    a- is going                    b- went                  c- goes 

8) This is my dog. It…………………..  got a very short tail. 

    a- has                        b- had                    c- is having 

9) My two sisters ……………………painting. It’s their favourite hobby. 

    a- liked                      b- likes                  c- like  

10) Ahmed usually ………………. his homework in the afternoon. 

   a- is writing                b- writes                 c- wrote  

11) What do you like …………………… after school, Nora?  

    a- do                          b- doing                   c- did 

12) My friends like …………………… to the sports club every Monday. 

     a- going                     b- went                     c- go  

13) I like ………………………… pictures of different farm animals.  

     a- paint                     b- painted                 c- painting  

14) My father ……………….. his friends every week. 

     a- meets                      b- met                      c- meeting 

15) Sara likes ………………… stamps and shells.  

     a- collect                     b- collecting             c- collects 

16) Waleed ………………… tennis every Saturday and Tuesday.  

     a- playing                     b- plays                     c- played  
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17) My brother has a sports car. It is very ………………………… 

    a- fast                          b- cold                      c- tall 

18) ……………………… do you like doing at the weekend?  

    a- Where                     b- When                     c- What 

 

Write the missing words to complete the sentences:  

 

1- Dana likes collecting shells. 

 

2- My brother likes playing tennis. 

 

3- I play basketball because I am very tall. 
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Vocabulary  

1) The …………………… makes bread rolls and cakes every morning.  

     a- fireman                b- doctor                     c- baker 

 

2) The doctor ……………………… in the hospital. 

     a- works                   b- keeps                      c- saves 

 

3) These parrots have very long………………………… 

     a- planes                      b- tails                       c- buildings 
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4) Pilots can fly ………………………………… to many countries. 

    a- planes                   b- buildings                 c- newspapers 

 

5) I want to be a fireman when I ………………………. 

    a- work                    b- grow up                     c- save  

 

6) My father drinks coffee and reads the …………………… every morning 

   a- newspaper             b- smoke                    c- plane 

 

7) The firemen ……………………… people in fires. 

    a- grow up                 b- work                         c- save 

 

8)  There are many good doctors working in this ……………… 

    a- hospital                 b- plane                        c- smoke 

 

9) Students should wear their ……………………at school. 

    a- fire                       b- uniform                      c- newspaper 

 

10) The ……………………feeds animals and cares for them in the zoo. 

    a- pilot                       b- baker                          c- zookeeper 
 

11) The ……………………. made me a cake for my birthday party. 

     a- fireman                 b- baker                           c- pilot 
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12) My brother likes playing football. He wants to be a famous ……………… 

     a- zookeeper                      b- doctor                         c- footballer 

13) There was a fire in the house next to our school. The ………….. came very 
quickly.  

     a- footballers                           b- firemen                       c- bakers  

14) The Pilot always wears his ……………….…………… when he flies planes. 

     a- newspaper                     b- ambulance                    c- uniform 
 

  Grammar 

1) What ………………………… a zookeeper usually do?  

     a- do                         b- does                      c- did 

2) There ……………………… lions and tigers in the zoo. 

    a- am                         b- is                           c- are 

3) The ambulance always ……………………… people to the hospital. 

    a- takes                      b- took                    c- is taking 

4) My grandma …………………… us a story yesterday. 

    a- is telling                b- tells                     c- told 

5)  Mice have got ………………………….. tails. 

     a- short                     b- hot                      c- cold 

6) I …………………to the zoo with my friends yesterday. 

     a- go                          b- went                    c- am going 

7) My sister …………………… me about her school trip yesterday. 

     a- is telling                b- tells                     c- told 
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8) The fireman ………………… a girl and her mother last week. 

     a- saved                  b- saves                   c- is saving 

9) I have got …………………… black hair. 

     a- fast                    b- tall                     c- long 

10) The baker …………………………………in the bakery. 

     a- works                   b- working                   c- work 

11) …………………… you go shopping yesterday?  

     a- Do                         b- Does                        c- Did  

12) What …………… you want to be when you grow up? 

    a- do                          b- does                         c- did  

13) My sister Badriya …………………… to be an artist when she grows up.  

    a- want                       b- wants                      c- wanted 

14) Our neighbour was very sick yesterday. My father ………………….. an ambulance.  

    a- calls                         b- is calling                c- called 

15) The elephant is a very ……………………… animal. I saw it in the circus yesterday. 

     a- big                           b- small                      c- short  

16) The giraffe has got ……………………… legs. It is brown and yellow in colour. 

     a- fast                       b- hot                            c- long 
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Write the missing words to complete the sentence:   

 

1- I travel to London by plane. 

 

2- The doctor works in the hospital. 

 

3- My brother is a baker. 
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         Pictorial Reading Comprehension (1) 

Read the passage carefully then answer the questions below        
 

     Hello, I’m Sara. I’m in grade 3. I live in Kuwait with my 
family. I have two brothers. Their names are Hamad and Salem. 

Kuwait is a lovely country. There are many big malls in Kuwait. 

Salem and I like shopping. Every Friday My father takes us shopping.  

Hamad likes buying toys. He has got many toys. Salem likes buying sport shoes. 

I like buying books. I usually buy English stories and books about animals. 

Shopping in Kuwait is cool. 

 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: ( 5 x 2 = 10 Marks)  
 

1) The best title for this passage is: 

a- Shopping in Kuwait            b- Small Malls                c- Kuwait City 

2) The underlined pronoun “He”  in line “ 5 “ refers to: 

a- Sara’s father     b- Hamad       c- Salem 

3) The meaning of the underlined word “lovely” in line 3 is: 

a- big               b- beautiful              c- tall 

4) The family go shopping every ……………………..……. 
a- Friday      b- Sunday               c- Saturday  

5) In the picture, the children feel ………………………. 

a- long                                  b- happy        c- sad 
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Pictorial Reading Comprehension (2) 

Read the passage carefully then answer the questions below        
 

     There is a small jungle in Brazil. Many animals live in this jungle 

like elephants, lions and parrots. The animals feel happy and safe 

there. They have homes in the jungle. Their homes are beautiful. 

There are many big and green trees in the jungle. Monkeys always 

climb trees to eat bananas. The giraffes eat green leaves. At night, the jungle is 

dark and very cold. You can hear different sounds of animals there. It is a 

beautiful place to visit.  
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: ( 5 x 2 = 10 Marks)  
 

1) The best title for this passage is: 

a-  A Beautiful Place          b-  A Small House            c- Big Trees 

2) The underlined pronoun “They” in line “ 3 “ refers to: 

a- lions                       b- animals              c- parrots  

3) The opposite of the underlined word “cold” in line “ 6 ” is: 

a- sad               b- fast       c- hot 

4) The ……………………climb trees to eat bananas.  

a- elephants                       b- monkeys                   c- giraffes  

5)    In the picture, There is a ……………… behind the elephant. 

a- lion             b- giraffe             c- monkey 
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Pictorial Reading Comprehension (3) 
Read the passage carefully then answer the questions below:  

 

       Sara’s favourite hobby is painting. The art class is her 

favourite class at school. She likes to use many colours. 

Her mother bought her a box of different nice colours. Her sister,Fatma, 

bought some painting notebooks for her. She liked them a lot.She likes painting 

trees, flowers,the sky and animals. Every week, she goes to the beach with her 

family and paints there. Sara feels very pleased when she draws. 

 

Answer the following questions:  

1) The best title for this passage is: 

a- Sara’s Favourite Hobby    b- A Day on The Beach      c- Nice Colours   

2) The underlined pronoun Them in line “4” refers to: 

a- different colours    b- Sara’s mother and sister    c- painting notebooks 

3) The opposite of the underlined word different in line ” 3 “ is:  

a- neat                                b- same                          c- happy  

4) Sara goes to the ………………… with her family and paints there. 

a- beach                   b- school               c- sky 

5) In the picture, Sara paints some clouds and the ……………………. 

a- sun           b- car               c- house 
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WRITING ( 1 ) 

Write three sentences about (A day on the beach) using the following guide pictures  
and words: 
 

                                                    

   (went – beach )        (swam – sister)       (played – sand )  
 

                                …………………………………………………………  
………………………………………………………………......... 
…………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

WRITING ( 2 ) 

 Write three sentences about (Your favourite hobby) using the following guide pictures 
 and words:  

                                                             
 

(hobby – reading)      (read – Fridays)      (many – books) 

         …………………………..…. 
…………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

Forming 

sentences  
6  

Spelling  1  

Handwriting & 

punctuation 
1  

total 8  

Forming 

sentences  
6  

Spelling  1  

Handwriting & 

punctuation  
1  

total 8  
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WRITING ( 3 ) 

Write three sentences about (The baker) using the following guide pictures and words:  
 

                                                            

    (get up – early)      (work – bakery)    (make– bread rolls) 

 

..……………………… 

………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forming 

sentences  
6  

Spelling  1  

Handwriting & 

punctuation  
1  

total 8  
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Assessment ( 1 ) 

                                   I.READING (20 Marks) 
                                       A. VOCABULARY (10 Marks) 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: (5 × 2 = 10 marks) 
 

1)  Yesterday, we went to the ………………………and swam in the sea. 

a- beach           b- jungle   c- tower 

 
 

2) My grandmother …………………… me a story every night. 

a- finds    b- tells    c- asks 

 
 

3) There are many …………………… in Salmiya and Kuwait City. 

a- shops          b- emails                   c- languages 

 
 

4) Girls like to ……………………… necklaces and rings. 

a- wear    b- start    c- care 

           

5) My brother can speak English and …………………………  

    a- homework   b- Arabic   c- uniform 

 

 

 

 

    20 
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                       Pictorial Reading Comprehension (10 Marks) 
 

Read the passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My name is Maryem. I am eight years old. I always get up at six o’clock 
in the morning. Every day, I go to school at seven o’clock with my sister 
Mona. We go to school by bus. In the afternoon, my mother helps me and 

Mona to do our homework. Then she makes delicious dinner for us. We 

usually have dinner together at 7 o’clock after sunset. After dinner, we play 

games on our I pads. Then mum tells us a story and we go to bed at 9 o’clock. 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b & c: (5  × 2 = 10 Marks) 

 

1- The best title for this passage is: 

a- Maryem’s Day  b- Playing Games  c- Maryem’s Sister  

 
 

2- The underlined pronoun she in line “ 4 “ refers to: 

a- Maryem     b- mother  c- Mona  

 

3- The meaning of the underlined word “ delicious ” in line “ 4 “ is:  

a- tasty                        b- bad                     c- short  
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4-Maryam and her sister go to school ………………………………………… 

a- by car             b- by bicycle  c- by bus 
 
 

5-In the picture, Maryem is eating a sandwich and ………………. 

a- chicken  b- rice       c- chips 
 

Assessment ( 2 ) 

WRITING (20 MARKS) 

A. GRAMMAR (6 Marks) 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: (3   ×2 = 6 Marks) 

1) The giraffe has a very …………………… neck.  

a- fast                    b- long           c- short 

 

2) What …………………… Hala want to be when she grows up?  

a- doing    b- does   c- do 

 

3) My mother likes …………………. Her food is delicious. 

a- cooking           b- cooked   c- cooks 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    20 
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WRITING ( 14 Marks) 

Write three sentences about (Your favourite hobby) using the following guide pictures 
 and words: (8Marks)  

 
 

 

 

 

(like – football)   (always – friends)      (want - footballer) 

 

…………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

 

Spelling ( 6 Marks ) 
 

Write the missing words to complete the sentences: (3   ×2 = 6 Marks)  

 

4- My brother wants to be a ……………………….. 

 

5- I want to be a doctor when I ……………………. 

 

6- I like eating ………………………………………………….. 

Forming 

sentences  
6 

 

Spelling  1 
 

Handwriting & 

punctuation  
1 

 

total 8  


